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Are California’s Streams and Rivers Healthy?
Monitoring Council delivers fourth “My Water Quality” Internet portal

Overview
The California Water Quality Monitoring Council (Monitoring Council) is unveiling its fourth My Water Quality internet
portal to connect decision makers and the public with water quality and ecosystem health information. The theme of this
new portal is “Are Our Stream and River Ecosystems Healthy?” View the new portal from California’s My Water Quality
website, www.CaWaterQuality.net, under “Are Our Aquatic Ecosystems Healthy?”
The new California Streams and Rivers Portal includes interactive maps and monitoring data that focus on the location,
extent and health of the state’s streams and rivers. A novel home page graphic provides insight into the myriad of factors
that make a healthy stream. The goal is to make this information as timely and user-friendly as possible.
Why Are Healthy Streams and Rivers Important?
Streams and rivers perform numerous
functions and provide important
services to society. They are the
source of much of the water supply for
California’s cities, farms, and industries.
At the same time, they provide
essential habitat for fish and wildlife,
including threatened and endangered
species as well as commercially
important species. The attractiveness
of our streams and rivers make them
the focus of many recreational
activities. They are an important
component of the California landscape.
But the health of many California
streams has declined. Water diverted
for cities and agriculture leaves less for
fish and wildlife. Construction of dams,
levees, and drainage canals and the
introduction of non-native species and
pollution harm critical habitat and
lessening the ability of our streams to
provide other societal benefits.
The new California Streams and Rivers
portal brings this information together in
a single location and in an easy to
understand manner for the public,
environmental organizations, and water
quality professionals.
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Why Was This New Tool Developed?
In 2006, the California legislature mandated coordination of water quality monitoring and assessment activities among
organizations, both inside and outside California government, and delivery of this information to decision makers and the
public via the internet. The Monitoring Council was formed in 2007 by cooperative agreement between the California
Environmental Protection Agency and the Natural Resources Agency for this purpose. In 2009, the Monitoring Council
released its first two internet portals, Is it Safe to Swim in Our Waters? and Is it Safe to Eat Fish and Shellfish from Our
Waters? In 2010 the California Wetlands portal was added. More portals are planned highlighting California’s tidepools,
estuaries, and drinking water resources.
The Monitoring Council brings together water quality and ecosystem health information
from a variety of organizations with special expertise in stream and river monitoring and
assessment, coordinated through the California Healthy Streams Partnership. State,
federal, and regional agencies and non-governmental organizations have pitched in to
answer your water quality questions.
How Do I Get More Information?
More information about the Monitoring Council and its expert stakeholder work groups
is on the web at http://www.mywaterquality.ca.gov/monitoring_council/.
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